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TREND MICRO LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided herein is for general information and educational purposes only. It is not intended and should not be construed to constitute legal
advice. The information contained herein may not be applicable to all situations and may not reflect the most current situation. Nothing contained herein should
be relied on or acted upon without the benefit of legal advice based on the particular facts and circumstances presented and nothing herein should be construed
otherwise. Trend Micro reserves the right to modify the contents of this document at any time without prior notice.
Translations of any material into other languages are intended solely as a convenience. Translation accuracy is not guaranteed nor implied. If any questions arise
related to the accuracy of a translation, please refer to the original language official version of the document. Any discrepancies or differences created in the
translation are not binding and have no legal effect for compliance or enforcement purposes.
Although Trend Micro uses reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information herein, Trend Micro makes no warranties or representations of any
kind as to its accuracy, currency, or completeness. You agree that access to and use of and reliance on this document and the content thereof is at your own
risk. Trend Micro disclaims all warranties of any kind, express or implied. Neither Trend Micro nor any party involved in creating, producing, or delivering this
document shall be liable for any consequence, loss, or damage, including direct, indirect, special, consequential, loss of business profits, or special damages,
whatsoever arising out of access to, use of, or inability to use, or in connection with the use of this document, or any errors or omissions in the content thereof.
Use of this information constitutes acceptance for use in an “as is” condition.

rule EMBEDDEDHTML_WITH_SCRIPT {
meta:
description = "possible abuse of Office video embededHtml"
reference = "https://blog.cymulate.com/abusing-microsoft-office-online-video"
strings:
$embeddedHtmlre1 = /\sembeddedHtml="[^"]+/
$embeddedHtmlre2 = /\sembeddedHtml='[^']+/
$script = "&lt;script" nocase
condition:
(
for any i in (1..#embeddedHtmlre1): (
for any j in (1..#script): (
@embeddedHtmlre1[i] < @script[j] and
@script[j] < @embeddedHtmlre1[i] + !embeddedHtmlre1[i]
)
)
)
or
(
for any i in (1..#embeddedHtmlre2): (
for any j in (1..#script): (
@embeddedHtmlre2[i] < @script[j] and
@script[j] < @embeddedHtmlre2[i] + !embeddedHtmlre2[i]
)
)
)
}

Trend Micro Incorporated, a global leader in security software, strives to make the
world safe for exchanging digital information. Our innovative solutions for consumers,
businesses and governments provide layered content security to protect information
on mobile devices, endpoints, gateways, servers and the cloud. All of our solutions
are powered by cloud-based global threat intelligence, the Trend Micro™ Smart
Protection Network™, and are supported by over 1,200 threat experts around the
globe. For more information, visit www.trendmicro.com.
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